INTRODUCTION
It is well known 1 
Eq. (1) tells us that if mH > TeV, .A rv 0(1) and fH/mH "' 0(1). The first statement implies strong self coupling and the second implies that in this limit the Higgs "particle, will be at best a broad resonance. Under these conditions it is worth reconsidering 
where H.is the physical Higgs field, and 1r±o are the would-be Goldstone bosons that are ,eaten" to become the longitudinal components of the vv± and z particles. 
Dispersion relations express interaction amplitudes as appropriately weighted integrals over S-matrix elements, which ·can in turn be evaluated using (4) .
. Provided we work in the Landau gauge, with propagators
the distinction b~tween the (weakly coupled) transverse vectors VL and (strongly coupled) scalars 1r is unambiguous.
Aside from the fact that scalars are technically simpler to treat than vectors, the equivalence theorem allows us to exploit the chira.l symmetry of the strongly coupled scalar sector, which, at sufficiently low energies, is just a rescaled version of low energy pion physics in QCD. 
The first line contains the VT mass terms and the lagrangian for the strongly 
as defined by subtracting out the standard model result evaluated at some ref- As, Ar ·"' A include an a prio1·i unknown correction from finite contributions.
As previously noted 
where a is a number of order unity. The infinite term when A -+ oo can of course be absorbed into a renormalization. However if there are any large scales in the I theory, such as a GUT scale or the Planck scale (which is indeed present), the fact that the Higgs mass is not protected by any symmetry implies that finite radiative corrections should be given by the second term in (8) with A replaced by the appropriate scale. This is the well known gauge hierarchy problem. If we allow the Higgs mass to become very large, physics at scales below that mass is described by the effective theory defined by (5). The Higgs particle no longer appears, but one-loop corrections within that theory renormalize the kinetic energy term with the result that the renormalized parameter vis
where the right hand side is the, value determined by experiment. It is obvious that (6) makes sense only if A< 3Tell.
The effective theory (5) has been used, in conjunction with various assumptions on the strong interaction dynamics (the dots in the first line) to predict multi-WL, ZL production rates at the sse and LHC. The production mechanism in that case is a VL, VL fusion process that is allowed 7 by the kinematics of the bremsstrahlung of longitudinally polarized bosons from fermions. There is ' an infrared divergence a.t small momentum transfer that gives an order Ev /mv enhancement to the process f -+ f + \IL which exactly compensates the order mv / Ev suppression implied by the equivalence theorem ( 4):
In the following I adopt a similar approach to the calculation of S, T.
STRONG RESCATTERING CORRECTIONS TO S
The S parameter is determined as (10) (11)
where ITp,a is the vacuum polarization due to the vector (V) and axial vector (A)
components, respectively of the pionic currents J± = v± +A± that couple to W± as in the second line of (5). Assuming a once subtracted dispersion relation, one finds (12) where Mi(t) is the transition amplitude from a virtual VT with squared momentum p 2 = t to a fina.l state state Fi that is an on-shell collection of pions with quantum numbers {as the labels suggest) I = J = 1, C = P = -1 for i = p, and I= J = 1, C = P = -1 fori =a, and LF implies the sum over all such final states. To turn this result into a number requires assumptions on the dynamics of the strongly coupled sector, as I will illustrate with two examples. 
(t jdu6i(u))
where the constants ci are determined by phase space:
and bi is the elastic scattering phase shift in the appropriate channel. 
for A = (1 to 3TeV) , that is, the corrections to the one-loop result {7) are less than order unity since consistency require A < 3TeV, t:(A) < 1.
2) As a second example, assume that the dispersion integrals in (12), (13) are dominated by a single resonance. Then
·-r 6 2 r ., where now M;(t) is the transition amplitude from a virtual 1fT with squared momentum p 2 = t to a virtual VT + a pionic final state state F; that is an onshell collection of pions with the quantum numbers J = 0, I= 1, C = -P = 1 for i = 1r; J = 0, I = 0, C = P = 1 for i = O", etc. and again LF irnplies the sum over all such final states. I vvill evaluate Tu in two extreme cases analogous to the examples used above.
1) The lowest mass contribution to Mu is from the 271" intermediate state.
• 9
Assuming this state dominates the dispersion integral, the amplitude is determined by an Omnes equation similar to (13) , and one obtains 4 (20) where 111 is the mass parameter appearing in the last term in (5 ), the constant is determined by phase space, and 6u is the elastic scattering phase shift in the I= J = 0 channel with 6u(tt)/(u)lu=O fixed by low energy theorems. Assuming there is no resonance, extrapolation of the low energy theorems up to the effective cut-off gives a correction of order E(A 2 ) to the result obtained for 6u .;.._. 0, namely
Here T~2 is the two-loop Higgs contribution 10 2) If the integral over 6u (u) in (20) 
that is, the modification of the standard model result amounts to replacing in 'k in 
